Lifetime Learning

225 Marsh Wall
Angel House
Ground and First Floor
London
E14 9FW
Direct Tel: 020 7001 7730

Directions:

- When you come out of South Quay Station, turn right onto Marsh Wall
- Continue along Marsh Wall until you reach Lord Amory Way
- As you cross this road, Angel House is the silver building on your left
- We are on the first floor, the office on the left.

Estimated journey time (by foot): 4 minutes
There are two exits to South Quay Station. In both cases, on exiting the station turn right and proceed down Marsh Wall.
Continue along Marsh Wall, until you reach Lord Amory Way and cross the road.
Angel House is the silver building located here. You will be asked to sign in at the front desk. Proceed to the stairs at the back of the building (near the lifts). We are placed in the left hand side office on the first floor.